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Headings & Horizons: Enterprise Based Asset 
Allocation Framework 
 
William Rotatori: 

Insurance companies are confronting a very difficult environment and that environment's putting 
pressure on their ability to produce an acceptable return on capital. Those pressures are coming 
from both sides of their balance sheet, from their ability to generate underwriting income, and 
with historically low yields, their ability to produce financial return. 

Managing in this environment is a large, interconnected puzzle. Moving one-piece impacts all of 
the other pieces. As an insurance company goes to improve its investment return, it's got to be 
mindful of the impact on all other aspects of their business because they have a lot of 
constituencies they've got to keep in mind. They have regulators, rating agencies, policyholders, 
shareholders, and all of those constituencies have different objectives, and sometimes 
competing objectives. 

Chris Myers: 

These challenges aren't going away anytime soon. So as companies are trying to find ways to 
enhance return on equity or enhance overall risk-adjusted returns for their enterprise, doing that 
in light of the things that they're facing, you have to find creative ways to meet those objectives 
that you may not have had to consider in the past. 

Mark Yu: 

For a company to make a sufficient return on equity, they need to understand how much risk 
they are taking. That's the concept of risk capacity. 

{GRAPHIC} TYPES OF RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Chris: 

It's not simply taking on more risk, but different types of risk, and understanding how different 
opportunities interact with each other, which may create a solution that might not be as obvious 
as just simply taking on more risk for the sake of additional return. 

{GRAPHIC} WE TAKE A HOLISTIC APPROACH 
We look at a broad approach considering assets and liabilities jointly to understand what's 
driving their risk and return profile in a collective way and finding appropriate solutions. Things 
need to be tailored to the nuances and needs of different insurance organizations. So the 
approach that we take is recognizing that you're different, recognizing that you have stakeholder 
considerations, that you have challenges that are unique to you. Certain insurance companies 
are going to be more capital-prone or more sensitive to whatever a rating agency is looking at. 
Others might be more concerned about volatility in their underwriting result. Others might be 
more sensitive to legacy book yields and how do we replace that income that we're used to on 
our investment portfolio. The EBAA™ framework is a way to do that. 
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{GRAPHIC} OUR EBAA™ FRAMEWORK IS INSURANCE FOCUSED 
Mark: 

NEAM's Enterprise Based Asset Allocation™ is an insurance-focused asset allocation 
framework where we take into account insurance company's liability profile and also multiple 
stakeholders' consideration into this evaluation process. And then this EBAA™ is an iterative 
process where we work with our clients to understand their concerns and considerations and 
translate those concerns and considerations into this evaluation optimization process to help 
insurance executives, to understand the potential financial impact of all these regulatory or 
rating agency changes such that they can make an informed decision or strategy to cope with 
these additional or upcoming changes. 

Chris: 

I kind of equate to if you think about a jigsaw puzzle where you've got maybe hundreds of 
pieces. The more pieces you have and the smaller those pieces are, the harder it is to put that 
puzzle together. But if you have a way to compartmentalize, say, "These 10 pieces go to this 
corner, these five go to this area." Suddenly that 100-piece puzzle becomes maybe a 10-piece 
puzzle. That's much more digestible. That's a lot easier to work with. As we work with clients 
with an EBAA™ framework, it's doing exactly that with all the information that they're trying to 
decipher on a day-to-day basis. 

Mark: 

And then we quantify, share with our clients, and help them make that trade-off or decision in 
terms of what type of asset allocation will be the best fit for our client.  

Chris: 

Insurance company executives are asked to make decisions, tough decisions, on a daily basis. 
Sometimes they have limited information to do that. If you're able to get through that and have 
an advisor such as NEAM to help you along the way, you can start navigating through that noise 
to get to a solution that's going to be feasible for what you're looking to do long-term.  

{GRAPHIC} WE PROVIDE INFORMATION TO HELP EXECUTIVES 
MAKE DECISIONS 
William: 

Insurance companies are just dealing with a reduced margin for error, and they need to 
maintain an optimal asset allocation to produce an acceptable return on equity. To learn more 
about NEAM's Enterprise Capital Strategy Services, visit our website. 
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This video has been prepared solely for informational and illustrative purposes by New England Asset Management, 
Inc. (NEAM). This video was recorded as of March 2021 and its content is only current through the recording date. 
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The content is based on sources believed to be reliable and/or from proprietary data developed by NEAM, but NEAM 
does not warrant to its completeness, accuracy or timeliness. NEAM disclaims any responsibility to update the 
content herein, which is subject to change at any time without notice. This video does not constitute investment 
advice or a recommendation to buy or sell a specific security or to adopt a specific investment product or strategy. 
Nothing contained herein constitutes an offer to provide investment or money management services, nor is it an offer 
to buy or sell any security or financial instrument. 

NEAM’s portfolio management tools utilize deterministic scenario analysis in the Enterprise Based Asset Allocation™ 
(EBAA™) process to provide an estimated range of returns, yields and other metrics based on certain assumptions. 
NEAM makes no representation or warranty as to the reasonableness of these assumptions. EBAA™ results do not 
represent actual trades and may not reflect the effect of material economic and market factors. Clients will experience 
different results from EBAA™ projections, including the possibility of loss. 

Future results may significantly differ from any forward-looking statement made herein depending on factors such as 
changes in securities, financial markets or general economic conditions. This video is proprietary and is not permitted 
to be reproduced, disseminated or made available to others in any manner without NEAM’s prior written consent. In 
no event shall NEAM be liable for any damages, losses, or liabilities in connection with your use of the information in 
this video. Please consult with your tax and legal experts before relying on this material. Investing entails risk and 
there can be no assurance that NEAM will achieve profits or avoid incurring losses. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future results.  

NEAM is an SEC registered Investment Advisor located in Farmington, CT. This designation does not imply a certain 
level of skill or training. This video is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction 
or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This is not an offer to conduct 
business in any jurisdiction or country in which NEAM is not registered or authorized to conduct business. Additional 
information on NEAM is available upon request. 


